Flamm	   			Persepolis 1				Name ________________________

Read Persepolis, pages 3 - 17. Answer the following questions.
 TAG your answers, and use supporting details from the text.

1. Define setting.



2. Define point of view.
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3. [The Veil section] Describe the setting and point of view of Persepolis.






4. [Page 3] (Circle the best possible answer.) The word obligatory means:
	a. mandatory			c. unlawful
	b. forbidden			d. impolite


5. Explain how you chose the best possible answer for the above question.




6. According the bearded man on p. 4, why must all bilingual schools be closed down?




7. Define conflict.




8. Describe the conflict on page 5.




9. On Page 5, the narrator’s mother can best be described as both:
	a. proud and traditional		c. angry and frightened
	b. sinister and suspicious		d. the veil and freedom

Short Answer Questions:

10. What is the main conflict on pages 6 to 9? Provide at least two examples from the text.








11. [The Bicycle] Clarify and describe what the narrator’s father refers to when he calls Iran’s history “2500 years of Tyrrany and Submission.”  Research and summarize Iran’s history. Provide two examples from the Web, and one from the Introduction to Persepolis. Your response must be in your own words. You may quote brief passages, as long as you specify where the quotation came from (more on this later).











12 [The Bicycle] (Answer this question after completing the above.) Based on what you now know about Iran’s History, why do you think this section is called “The Bicycle”? Include at least two examples from the text.











Flamm		        Persepolis 2					Name ________________________

Read Persepolis, pages 18 - 46. Answer the following questions.
TAG your answers and use supporting details from the text.

1. [The Water Cell section] Who was imprisoned in the water cell?
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2. [Persepolis] What is a martyr?







3. [The Letter] Describe the love story in “The Letter” section. Who is involved in this love story?






4. [The Letter] Why is Mehri’s love doomed from the start?





5. [The Letter] What do you think social classes are?





6. [The Party] What happens at the party?





Flamm / World Cultures			Persepolis 3			Name ________________________
Read Persepolis, pages 47 - 71. Answer the following questions.
TAG your answers for the lined responses, and use supporting details from the text. Remember to use complete sentences, and provide examples from the text.

1. [The Heroes] Describe two heroes from this chapter and explain what happened to them. Give examples from the text.









2. [Moscow] How does Marji feel about her uncle Anoosh? Why does she feel this way? Provide at least two examples from the text.








3. [The Sheep] Describe the changes that take place in Marji’s life in this section. Provide at least two examples from the text.







Flamm / World Cultures			Persepolis 4			Name ________________________

Do Now ↓

Discuss the term “culture” among your group. Answer the following question using complete sentences. Be prepared to share your answer out loud with the class.

1 (Do Now). What is culture?










Read Persepolis, pages 72 - 86. Answer the following questions.
TAG your answers for the lined responses, and use supporting details from the text.

2. [The Trip] Describe how life inside Iran changes for Marji’s family. Provide at least two examples from the text.









3. In terms of culture (use your definition from the Do Now) how is Iran’s culture different from our culture in Philadelphia, PA? Provide at least two examples from the text, and/or real life.








4. [The F 14’s] What surprises Marji about her father in this section? 
(Hint – it is his reaction to certain events on pages 83 and 84.)






5. Define tone (Use the Terms section of mrflamm.com).






6. In the last panel of 86, Pardisse’s tone can best be described as:
	a. hopeful			c. heroic
	b. pleased			d. remorseful


7. How is Marji’s (the narrator’s) essay for her class different from Paradisse’s? Which essay does the class react more strongly to, and how can you tell?



Flamm / World Cultures			Persepolis 4b			Name ________________________

Do Now ↓
Work with members of your group. Fill in the map of Philadelphia below with as many details as you can. Be prepared to share your answer out loud with the class. 
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You must place the following NUMBERS on the map based on their locations:
1. Your house
2. HS of the Future
3.The Delaware River
4. The Schuylkill River
5. Fairmount Park
6. Center City
7. The Northeast
8. West Philadelphia
9. North Philadelphia
10. South Philadelphia
11. Philadelphia International Airport
12. _______________’s house
 (a relative – put name on line)
13. _______________’s house
 (a friend – put name on line)
14. _____________________
(another landmark)
15. _____________________
(a favorite restaurant or business)

Read Persepolis pages 87-102, and answer the following questions using complete sentences.

1. [The Jewels] How does the Iran / Iraq war change life in Tehran (the capital of Iran)? To support your argument, provide at least two examples from the text.




2. Define irony.






3. [The Key] (a.) What ironic statement does Marji’s father make to the school headmistress? (b.)What makes this statement ironic?

	a.



	b.



4. [The Key] How are the “Keys to Paradise” ironic? Provide at least two examples from the text. (Think about what they are made of, and what they represent.)










5. [The Key] Re-read and re-examine the artwork on page 102. Contrast what is occurring in the two panels on that page. Include the author / artist’s use of irony. Provide at least two examples from the text.









6. What do you think will happen in the next section of the story? How do you think the book will end?







Flamm / World Cultures			Persepolis 5			Name ________________________

Do Now ↓
Work with members of your group. Fill in the map below with as many details as you can. Be prepared to share your answer out loud with the class. 
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Write the following items on the map in their appropriate locations:

(Remember to ask you team members for help.)

PA
Philadelphia
Harrisburg
Pittsburgh
NJ                             WV
NY                            NC
CN                            SC
MA                           VA
DE                            MD
OH

*If you are not sure of the locations or abbreviations, this map may be finished for Homework.




Read Persepolis, pages 103 - 117. Answer the following questions.
TAG your answers for the lined responses, and use supporting details from the text.

1. [The Wine] What happened to Tinoosh’s dad, and why?







2. [The Wine] List three things that are banned (prohibited) by the new government:
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_________________________    ________________________     _________________________



3. [The Wine] Why do you think the above things are banned?



4. [The Cigarette] How is the conflict between mother and daughter similar to the larger conflict within Iran? Provide at least two examples from the text.











Homework:

In your own words, describe the Islamic Revolution in Iran. When was it? What was it? How did it transform life in Iran? What effect did this revolution have on the United States? How did this Islamic Revolution challenge President Carter’s administration? Describe the resulting Hostage Crisis:































This paper is due Thursday, September 22th, at the beginning of class.
Flamm / World Cultures			Persepolis 6			Name ________________________

Do Now ↓

Turn in Homework (yesterday’s paper, including the last question.)

a. Define irony.




b. Define verbal irony.





1. Describe the first image Mr. Flamm showed, and explain how the image is ironic.





2. Describe the second image Mr. Flamm showed, and explain how the image is ironic.





3. Describe the third image Mr. Flamm showed, and explain how the image is ironic.





4. Describe the fourth image Mr. Flamm showed, and explain how the image is ironic.





5. Describe the fifth image Mr. Flamm showed, and explain how the image is ironic.





6. Describe the sixth image Mr. Flamm showed, and explain how the image is ironic.



Classwork Directions:

a. Read “The Passport” section of Persepolis (pages 118 – 125).

b. Read “The Passport” section AGAIN, looking for irony in the plot events and details.

c. Answer the following questions using complete sentences.


7. This section of Persepolis reads like a short story. Summarize the events in this chapter, including its beginning, middle, and end:








8. Re-read Page 121. With your group, discuss what is ironic about the hospital director? Explain your findings below.






9. Re-read Page 122. With your group, discuss what is ironic about the use of chemical weapons. Pay attention to the source of the weapons, and the end result. Summarize your group’s findings, below.








10.  Re-read Page 125. What is ironic about the death of Uncle Taher?






11. How do cultural and political events create an impact upon the narrator’s family in this section? Explain using details from the text.





Flamm / World Cultures			Persepolis 7			Name ________________________

Do Now ↓

Answer the following questions in a short paragraph:
Persepolis is a graphic novel, which is a story told in words and pictures. What is your opinion of this type of book? Are you interested in reading more graphic novels, or would you rather read more traditional books?  Explain why, inclucing what you like and dislike about this format.

















Read Persepolis, pages 126 - 142. Answer the following questions.
TAG your answers, and use supporting details from the text.

1. [Kim Wilde] How is Marji’s life different from your own life? Provide at least three examples from the “Kim Wilde” section of Persepolis.








 





2. Go through your answer above, and Underline or Highlight your three examples.
3. What is the time period of the “Kim Wilde” section of Persepolis, and how can you tell?




4. What do you think would have happened to Marji if she had been taken to “the committee”? 




5. [The Shabat] Why have so many people fled Tehran in this section of Persepolis?



6. Why has Marji’s family decided to stay in Tehran?




7. Explain what happens to the Baba-Levys:




8. What did Marji see in the rubble?




9. This section ends with a panel that is completely darkened in. Why do you think the author / illustrator used that image for this last panel?





Flamm / World Cultures			Persepolis 8			Name ________________________

Do Now ↓

Watch today’s videos about STUXNET, and answer the following questions using complete sentences:

1. What is STUXNET?




2. Why was STUXNET created?




3. Whom do you think created STUXNET, and why?





4. What does STUXNET tell us about the future of war?






Read “The Shabat” section of Persepolis, 133-142. Answer the questions using complete sentences.

5. [The Shabat] Why have so many people fled Tehran in this section of Persepolis?





6. Why has Marji’s family decided to stay in Tehran?





7. Explain what happens to the Baba-Levys:




8. What did Marji see in the rubble?



